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Interventions, Marcello Musto, ed. (Palgrave Macmillan, f orthcoming in 2014). It is translated f rom the
German by Alex Locascio.

The development of  crisis theory within the Marxian tradit ion has been central to much of  our work in the
last several years. The view that the various f ragmentary ref erences to crisis theory in the three volumes
of  Capital constitute a f ully developed coherent structure, which only requires diligent exegesis, is a view
that has never seemed sensible to us.

Recent research into the evolution of  Marx’s manuscripts in connection with the production of  the Marx-
Engels-Gesamtausgabe (MEGA), the historical-crit ical edit ion of  the complete writ ings of  Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels, has conf irmed our understanding in a very excit ing way. It is now clear that Marx never
ceased to develop his thinking on the phenomena of  crises in capitalism, and never ceased to discard
earlier f ormulations; f or example, at the end of  his lif e he was f ocused on questions of  credit and crisis.
Monthly Review rarely presents its readers with discussions of  economic theory at a relatively high degree
of  abstraction; this, however, is such an occasion. We trust that the author ’s exemplary clarity will permit
ready access to readers with any degree of  interest in Marx’s theory; f or those who wish to become
f amiliar with the conceptual outline of  Marx’s work, we cannot do better than to recommend the author ’s An
Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl Marx’s Capital (Monthly Review Press, 2012). —The Editors

In Marx’s work, no f inal presentation of  his theory of  crisis can be f ound. Instead, there are various
approaches to explain crises. In the twentieth century, the starting point f or Marxist debates on crisis
theory was the third volume of  Capital, the manuscript of  which was written in 1864–1865. Later, attention
was directed towards the theoretical considerations on crisis in the Theories of Surplus-Value, written in the
period between 1861 and 1863. Finally, the Grundrisse of  1857–1858 also came into view, which today plays
a central role in the understanding of  Marx’s crisis theory f or numerous authors. Thus, starting with Capital,
the debate gradually shif ted its attention to earlier texts. With the Marx Engels Gesamtausgabe (MEGA), all
of  the economic texts written by Marx between the late 1860s and the late 1870s are now available. Along
with his letters, these texts allow f or an insight into the development of  Marx’s theoretical considerations
on crisis after 1865.

Hope, Experience, and the Changing Analytical Framework of  Marx’s Theory

In the f irst half  of  the nineteenth century, it became clear that periodic economic crises were an inevitable
component of  modern capitalism. In the Communist Manifesto, they were regarded as a threat to the
economic existence of  bourgeois society. Crises f irst took on a special political meaning f or Marx in 1850
when he attempted a closer analysis of  the f ailed revolutions of  1848–1849. He now regarded the crisis of
1847–1848 as the decisive process which led to revolution, f rom which he drew the conclusion: “A new
revolution is possible only in consequence of  a new crisis. It is, however, just as certain as this crisis.”1

In the f ollowing years, Marx eagerly awaited a new deep crisis. It f inally came in 1857–1858: all capitalist
centers experienced a crisis. Whereas Marx acutely observed the crisis and analyzed it in numerous articles
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f or the New York Tribune, he also attempted to work out his crit ique of  polit ical economy, which he had
planned f or years.2 The result was the untit led manuscript which is known today as the Grundrisse.

In the Grundrisse, the theory of  crisis bears the stamp of  the expected “deluge” that Marx wrote about in
his letters.3 In an early draf t f or the structure of  the manuscript, crises come at the end of  the
presentation, af ter capital, the world market, and the state, where Marx f ashions a direct connection to the
end of  capitalism: “Crises. Dissolution of  the mode of  production and f orm of  society based upon
exchange value.”4

In the so-called “Fragment on Machines,” one f inds an outline of  a theory of  capitalist collapse. With the
increasing application of  science and technology in the capitalist production process, “the immediate labour
perf ormed by man himself ” is no longer important, but rather “the appropriation of  his own general
productive power,” which leads Marx to a sweeping conclusion: “As soon as labour in its immediate f orm
has ceased to be the great source of  wealth, labour t ime ceases and must cease to be its measure, and
theref ore exchange value [must cease to be the measure] of  use value. The surplus labour of the masses
has ceased to be the condition f or the development of  general wealth, just as the non-labour of  the f ew
has ceased to be the condition f or the development of  the general powers of  the human head. As a result,
production based upon exchange value collapses.”5

These lines have of ten been quoted, but without regard f or how insuf f iciently secure the categorical
f oundations of  the Grundrisse are. The distinction between concrete and abstract labor, which Marx ref ers
to in Capital as “crucial to an understanding of  polit ical economy,” is not at all present in the Grundrisse.6
And in Capital, “labor in the immediate f orm” is also not the source of  wealth. The sources of  material
wealth are concrete, usef ul labor and nature. The social substance of  wealth or value in capitalism is
abstract labor, whereby it does not matter whether this abstract labor can be traced back to labor-power
expended in the process of  production, or to the transf er of  value of  used means of  production. If
abstract labor remains the substance of  value, then it is not clear why labor t ime can no longer be its
intrinsic measure, and it ’s not clear why “production based on exchange value” should necessarily collapse.
When, f or example, Hardt and Negri argue that labor is no longer the measure of  value, they do not really
ref er to the value theory of  Capital but to the unclear statements of  the Grundrisse.7

Marx indirectly addresses this set of  problems f rom the Grundrisse in the f irst volume of  Capital, when
dealing with the concept of  relative surplus-value: there Marx makes f un of  the notion that the
determination of  value by labor is called into question by the f act that in capitalist production, the point is
to reduce the labor t ime required f or the production of  an individual commodity—and that was the argument
upon which the theory of  collapse in the Grundrisse was based.8

The crisis of  1857–1858 was over quickly. It did not lead, economically or polit ically, to the shaking up of
conditions that Marx had hoped f or: the capitalist economy emerged strengthened f rom the crisis, and
revolutionary movements did not arise anywhere. This experience was integrated into Marx’s theoretical
development: af ter 1857–1858, Marx no longer argued in terms of  a theory of  f inal economic collapse, and
he no longer made out a direct connection between crisis and revolution.

Marx’s hopes in the crisis were disappointed, but at least he had begun to f ormulate his crit ique of  polit ical
economy. This project would grip him until the end of  his lif e, and the theory of  crisis would play an
important role within it. Although Marx had in no way f inished with the process of  research, he made
numerous attempts at an adequate presentation. Starting in 1857, three comprehensive economic
manuscripts emerged: af ter the Grundrisse of  1857–1858, the Manuscript of 1861–1863 (which contains the
Theories of Surplus-Value) and the Manuscript of 1863–1865 (which among other things contains the
manuscript used by Engels as the f oundation f or his edit ion of  the third volume of  Capital). In the MEGA,
where these manuscripts have been published in their entirety, they are ref erred to as “the three draf ts of
Capital.” This widely used description is problematic: it suggests a seamless continuity and conceals the
shif ts in the theoretical f ramework of  Marx’s analysis.

One result of  the Grundrisse was the six-book plan announced in the pref ace to A Contribution to the
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Critique of Political Economy (capital, landed property, wage-labor, the State, f oreign trade, the world
market).9 Fundamental f or the f irst book is the distinction between “capital in general” and the “competit ion
of  many capitals”: everything that merely manif ests at the level of  appearance in competit ion was to be
developed in the section on “capital in general,” abstracted however f rom any observation of  individual
capitals or a particular capital.10

In the Manuscript of 1861–1863, where Marx attempts to implement this concept, the theory of  crisis is dealt
with under new considerations. Crises are no longer an indication of  the dissolution of  the capitalist mode
of  production, but are rather the constant and completely normal accompaniment of  this mode of
production, which provide a “f orcible adjustment of  all the contradictions.” Correspondingly, the theory of
crisis no longer constitutes the endpoint of  the presentation. Rather, individual moments of  crisis are to be
dealt with at dif f erent levels of  the presentation. Marx makes the programmatic declaration:

The world trade crises must be regarded as the real concentration and f orcible adjustment of  all the
contradictions of  bourgeois economy. The individual f actors, which are condensed in these crises, must
theref ore emerge and must be described in each sphere of  the bourgeois economy and the f urther we
advance in our examination of  the latter, the more aspects of  this conf lict must be traced on the one hand,
and on the other hand it must be shown that its more abstract f orms are recurring and are contained in the
more concrete f orms.11

However, Marx had a problem determining which moments of  crisis are to be developed at which level. He
still had not f ound the proper structure of  the presentation. In the course of  his work on the Manuscript of
1861–1863, Marx had to accept two dramatic results: (1) the six-book plan was too comprehensive, he
would not be able to carry it out completely. Marx announced that he would restrict himself  to the book on
“Capital,” eventually he intended to get around to writ ing the book on the state, but all the rest had to be
done by others on the basis of  the f oundation that he would provide.12 (2) It would soon become clear,
however, that the strict separation between “capital in general” and “competit ion” could no longer be
maintained.13 For the book on capital that Marx now planned, the concept of  “capital in general” no longer
played a role. Whereas f rom 1857 to 1863 in the manuscripts as well as in Marx’s letters, Marx of ten
ref erred to “capital in general” when discussing the structure of  the planned work, this term no longer
showed up anywhere af ter the summer of  1863.

So we are not dealing with three draf ts f or the f inal version of  Capital, but rather with two different projects:
the plan f ollowed between 1857 and 1863 f or a six-book Critique of Political Economy, and af ter 1863, the
f our-book work on Capital (three “theoretical” volumes and one on the history of  theory). The Grundrisse
and the Manuscript of 1861–1863 are the two draf ts f or the book on capital f rom the original six-book
Critique of Political Economy, whereas the Manuscript of 1863–1865 is the f irst draf t f or the three
theoretical volumes of  the f our-book Capital. If  we consider the Manuscript of 1863–1865, then it becomes
clear not only that the concept of  “capital in general” is missing, but also that the structure of  presentation
does not anymore correspond to the opposition between capital in general and competit ion. Instead, a
central role is played by the relationship between individual capital and the total social capital, which is dealt
with at the dif f erent levels of  abstraction of  the process of  production, the process of  circulation, and the
process of  capitalist production as a whole. The strict separation of  the presentation of  capital, wage-
labor, and landed property could also no longer be maintained: in the newly conceptualized Capital, one
f inds theoretically f undamental sections of  the previously planned books on landed property and wage-
labor. All that remains are the special studies mentioned in the text.14 So overall, Capital corresponds to the
material of  the f irst three books of  the earlier six-book plan, but within an altered theoretical f ramework.
The planned presentation of  the history of  theory had also been altered: a history of  economic theory in
its entirety replaces the history of  individual categories intended f or the old book on capital. Here as well,
the originally planned separation cannot be maintained.

The first draft f or this new Capital is the Manuscript of 1863–1865. The f irst printing of  the f irst volume of
Capital f rom 1866–1867, the “Manuscript II” f or book II of  Capital f rom 1868–1870,15 as well as the smaller
manuscripts f or book II and book III created in the same time period16: all of  these constitute a second draft
(1866–1871) of  Capital. The manuscripts written between the end of  1871 and 1881 including the second
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German edition of  the f irst volume of  Capital f rom 1872–1873 (which exhibits considerable changes f rom
the f irst edit ion) and the French edition of  1872–1875 (which contains f urther changes) constitute a third
draf t of  Capital. So instead of  three draf ts and the f inal Capital, we have two dif f erent projects with a total
of  f ive draf ts.17

The Evolution of  Marx’s Economic Writ ings Since 1857

I. The Critique of Political Economy, in Six Books (1857–1863)

First Draf t Grundrisse 1857–1858

Second Draf t A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, 1859

Manuscript of 1861–1863

II. Capital, in Four Books (1863–1881)

First Draf t Manuscript of 1863–1865

Second Draf t Capital, Vol. I, f irst edit ion (1867)

Manuscript II f or Book II (1868–1870)

Manuscripts f or Books II and III (1867–1871)

Third Draf t Capital, Vol. I, second edition (1872–1873)

Capital, Vol. I, French translation (1872–1875)

Manuscripts f or Book III (1874–1878)

Manuscripts f or Book II (1877–1881)

“The Law of  the Tendency of  the Rate of  Prof it to Fall”—and its Failure (1865)

The most extensive considerations of  crisis in the Capital manuscripts can be f ound in connection with the
presentation of  the “Law of  the tendency of  the rate of  prof it to f all” in the manuscripts f or the third book
f rom 1864–1865. Since this “law” plays such an important role in many debates on crisis theory, it will be
discussed bef ore coming to the actual theory of  crisis.

The idea that the social average rate of  prof it declines over the long term was considered an empirically
conf irmed f act since the eighteenth century. Adam Smith and David Ricardo both attempted to demonstrate
that the observed f all in the rate of  prof it was not simply a temporary phenomenon, but rather a result of
the inner laws of  the development of  capitalism. Adam Smith attempted to explain the f all in the rate of
prof it as a result of  competit ion: in a country with abundant capital, the competit ion between owners of
capital would exert downward pressure on prof it.18 This argument is not very plausible. An individual
capitalist, in order to improve his competit ive posit ion, can lower the price of  his commodity and be
satisf ied with a smaller prof it. However, if  the majority of  capitalists act in this way, then the market price of
numerous commodities would decline and theref ore also the costs f or each enterprise, which in turn would
increase prof it.

David Ricardo had already crit icized Smith’s arguments f or the f all in the rate of  prof it.19 Ricardo
proceeded f rom the assumption that, disregarding a f ew exceptions, the general rate of  prof it could only
f all if  wages increased. Since an increase in the size of  the population necessitates more means of
subsistence, Ricardo assumed that f armland of  increasingly worse quality would have to be cult ivated,
which would lead to a rise in the price of  grain. Since wages must cover the costs of  reproduction of  the
labor f orce, wages would rise with the rise in the price of  means of  subsistence, which would cause a
decrease in prof its. Capitalists would not prof it f rom the rising price of  grain: on the worst land, production
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prices are high; on better land, the costs of  production thus saved would f low as ground rent to
landowners.20

Marx opposed this with the argument that even in agriculture increases in productivity are possible, so that
the price of  grain can f all as well as rise. The possibility of  agricultural increases in productivity was not so
readily apparent to Ricardo as to Marx: the latter was a contemporary of  Justus von Liebig, whose
discoveries in the f ield of  chemistry revolutionized agricultural production.21 Marx was not the f irst to
assert a long-term f all in the rate of  prof it as a result of  the inner laws of  capitalism. However, he did claim
to be the f irst to have discovered a coherent explanation f or this law.22

At the end of  the manuscript f or the third book, Marx characterizes the object of  his presentation as “the
internal organization of  the capitalist mode of  production, its ideal average, as it were.”23 With regard to
the presentation of  this “ideal average,” particular, temporary moments should be disregarded, in f avor only
of  that which is typical of  a developed capitalism. In the pref ace to the f irst volume of  Capital written two
years later, Marx also emphasizes that his intent is not the analysis of  a single country or a particular
epoch of  capitalist development, but rather the “laws themselves” that f orm the basis of  this
development.24 Accordingly, with regard to his arguments f or the law of  the rate of  prof it, Marx does not
assume any particular f orm of  market or conditions of  competit ion, but rather solely the f orm of
development of  the f orces of  production typical of  capitalism, the increasing deployment of  machinery. If
the law he derives at this level of  abstraction is correct, then it must be valid f or all developed capitalist
economies.

Marx discusses the law of  the rate of  prof it in two steps: f irst, he illustrates why there is a tendential f all in
the rate of  prof it at all.25 Subsequently, he discusses a series of  f actors that counteract this tendency and
which even transf orm it into a temporary rise in the rate of  prof it, so that the f all in the rate of  prof it only
exists as a “tendency.”26 Since these counteracting f actors are more-or- less prominent in individual
countries at dif f erent t imes, dif f erent trends in the rate of  prof it arise. However, in the long term, according
to Marx’s thesis, the rate of  prof it must f all.

With this “law,” Marx f ormulates a very f ar-reaching existential proposition, which cannot be empirically
proven nor ref uted. The “law” claims that a f all in the rate of  prof it results in the long-term f rom the
capitalist mode of  development of  the f orces of  production. If  the rate of  prof it has f allen in the past, this
does not constitute a proof —since the law purports to apply to f uture development, and the mere f act of  a
f all in the rate of  prof it in the past says nothing about the f uture. If  the rate of  prof it has risen in the past,
then this is also not a ref utation, since the law does not require a permanent f all, but rather merely a
“tendential” f all, which can still occur in the f uture. Even if  the law cannot be empirically verif ied, the
argumentative conclusiveness of  Marx’s reasoning can be discussed.

Here, two points have to be distinguished. The first point concerns the relationship between “the law as
such” and the “counteracting f actors.” Marx assumes that the f all in the rate of  prof it, derived as a law, in
the long term outweighs all counteracting f actors. Yet Marx does not of f er a reason f or this.

The second point concerns the “law as such”: does Marx actually manage conclusively to prove the “law as
such”? This section will be concerned solely with this point: it can be shown that Marx does not succeed in
providing such a proof . The “law of  the tendency of  the rate of  prof it to f all” does not f irst f all apart in the
f ace of  the “counteracting f actors”; it already f alls apart because the “law as such” cannot be
substantiated.27

In order to argue f or the f all in the rate of  prof it, Marx init ially presupposes a constant rate of  surplus-
value and considers in a numerical example a rising value composition of  capital, which then necessarily
leads to a f all in the rate of  prof it. Not explicit ly, but in principal Marx uses in this observation an expression
of  the rate of  prof it that he obtains f rom the f irst equation:

(1)   
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by dividing the numerator and denominator by v:

(2)   

If , as Marx init ially assumes, the numerator s/v remains constant while the denominator (c/v) + 1 grows,
because c/v grows, then it is clear that the value of  the entire f raction f alls. However, the numerator does
not remain constant. The value composition of  capital increases because of  the production of  relative
surplus-value, that is to say in the case of  an increase in the rate of  surplus-value. Contrary to a
widespread notion, the increase in the rate of  surplus-value as a result of  an increase in productivity is not
one of  the “counteracting f actors,” but is rather one of  the conditions under which the law as such is
supposed to be derived, the increase in c occurring precisely in the course of  the production of  relative
surplus-value, which leads to an increasing rate of  surplus-value.28 For that reason, shortly af ter the
introductory example Marx emphasizes that the rate of  prof it also f alls in the case of  a rising rate of
surplus-value. The question, however, is whether this can be conclusively argued.

If  not only the value-composition of  capital grows, but also the rate of  surplus-value, then in the above
f raction, both the numerator and denominator increase. When Marx claims a f all in the rate of  prof it, then
he must demonstrate that in the long term the denominator grows f aster than the numerator. Yet there is
no evidence whatsoever f or such a comparison in the speed of  growth. Marx circles around this problem in
the text more than he actually delivers any substantiation. His uncertainty becomes clear every time he
asserts that the law has been proven, only to once again begin with an argument f or it. These attempts at
substantiation rest upon the notion that not only does the rate of  surplus-value increase, but also that the
number of  workers employed by a capital of  a given size decreases.

In the notes f rom which Engels constructed the f if teenth chapter of  the third volume, Marx appears f inally
to be able to prove a f all in the rate of  prof it even in the case of  an increasing rate of  surplus-value with
the f ollowing argument: if  the number of  workers continues to decrease, then at some point the surplus-
value they create will also decline—regardless of  how much the rate of  surplus-value may rise. This can be
easily seen using a numerical example: twenty-f our workers, each of  whom yield two hours of  surplus-
labor, yield a total of  f orty-eight hours of  surplus- labor. However, if  as a result of  a strong increase in
productivity, only two workers are necessary f or production, then these two workers can only yield f orty-
eight hours of  surplus- labor, if  each works f or twenty-f our hours and does not receive a wage. Marx thus
concludes that “the compensation of  the reduced number of  workers by a rise in the level of  exploitation of
labour has certain limits, that cannot be overstepped; this can certainly check the f all in the prof it rate, but
it cannot cancel it out.”29

However, this conclusion is only correct if  the capital (c + v) necessary to employ the two workers is of  an
amount at least as great as that required to employ twenty-f our workers bef ore. Marx had merely
demonstrated that in equation (1), the value of  the numerator decreases. If  a decline in the value of  the
entire f raction is to result f rom the decrease in the value of  the numerator, then the denominator must at
least remain constant. If  the value of  the denominator also decreases, then we would have the problem
that numerator and denominator decrease, and it then becomes a question as to which decreases f aster.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the capital used to employ the two workers is smaller than
that required to employ twenty-f our. Why? Only wages f or two workers have to be paid, instead of  f or
twenty-f our. Since an enormous increase in productivity has occurred (instead of  twenty-f our, only two
workers are necessary), we can assume a considerable increase in productivity in the consumer goods
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industry, so that the value of  labor-power also decreases. So the sum of  wages f or the two workers is not
only one-twelf th that of  the twenty-f our workers, it is in f act much smaller. However, on the other hand the
constant capital used up also increases. But f or the denominator c + v to at least remain the same, it is not
enough that c increases; c must also increase at least by the same amount that v decreases. Yet we do not
know how much c increases, and f or that reason, we do not know whether the denominator increases, and
we theref ore also do not know whether the rate of  prof it (the value of  our f raction) decreases. So nothing
has been proven.

Here, a f undamental problem is made abundantly clear: regardless of  how we express the rate of  prof it, it
is always a relation between two quantit ies. The direction of  movement f or these two quantit ies (or parts
of  these two quantit ies) is known. That, however, is not suf f icient; the point is, which of the two quantities
changes more rapidly—and we do not know that. For that reason, at the general level at which Marx argues,
nothing can be said concerning long-term tendencies of  the rate of  prof it.30 There is an additional
problem, which cannot however be discussed here in any detail. The growth of  c, f rom which the decline in
the rate of  prof it supposedly results, is not completely unlimited. In the second part of  the f if teenth chapter
of  the f irst volume of  Capital, Marx argues that the additional application of  constant capital encounters its
own limits in the reduction of  variable capital. If  this is consistently taken into consideration, this presents a
f urther argument against the “law as such.”31

Crisis Theory Without the Tendency of  the Rate of  Prof it to Fall

Since many Marxists regarded the “law of  the tendency of  the rate of  prof it to f all” as the f oundation of
Marx’s theory of  crisis, they vehemently def ended it against every crit ique. The assumption that Marx
intended to base his theory of  crisis upon this law, however, is primarily a consequence of  Engels’s
editorship of  the third volume of  Capital. Marx’s manuscript of  1865, which was the f oundation of  Engels’s
edition, is barely divided into subsections. It only has seven chapters, f rom which Engels made seven parts.
In Marx’s manuscript, the third chapter on the f all in the rate of  prof it is not divided into any subsections. Its
division into three separate chapters was done by Engels. The f irst two chapters on the “law as such” and
the “counteracting f actors” closely f ollow Marx’s argumentation, but the manuscript then f lows out into a
sea of  notes and constantly interrupted thoughts. Engels heavily revised this material to construct the third
chapter on the “law”: he condensed it with abridgments, he made rearrangements, and divided it into f our
subsections. This created the impression of  an already largely completed theory of  crisis. And since Engels
gave the whole thing the chapter t it le “Development of  the Law’s Internal Contradictions,” he created—on
the part of  readers who did not know that this chapter t it le did not at all originate with Marx—the
expectation that this theory of  crisis was a consequence of  the “law.”32

If  we turn to Marx’s text without any such preconceived notions, then it quickly becomes clear that Marx’s
considerations do not yield any unif ied theory of  crisis, but contain rather disparate thoughts on crisis
theory.33 The most general f ormulation of  capitalism’s tendency to crisis is completely independent of  the
“law of  the tendential f all in the rate of  prof it”; rather, its starting point is the immediate purpose of
capitalist production, surplus-value or rather prof it. Here, a f undamental problem becomes apparent:

The conditions f or immediate exploitation and f or the realization of  that exploitation are not identical. Not
only are they separate in t ime and space, they are also separate in theory. The f ormer is restricted only by
the society’s productive f orces, the latter by the proportionality between the different branches of production
and by the society’s power of consumption. And this is determined neither by the absolute power of
production nor by the absolute power of  consumption but rather by the power of  consumption within a
given f ramework of  antagonistic conditions of distribution, which reduce the consumption of  the vast majority
of  society to a minimum level, only capable of  varying within more or less narrow limits. It is f urther
restricted by the drive f or accumulation, the drive to expand capital and produce surplus-value on a larger
scale…. The market, theref ore, must be continually extended […] the more productivity develops, the more
it comes into conf lict with the narrow basis on which the relations of  consumption rest. It is in no way a
contradiction, on this contradictory basis, that excess capital coexists with a growing surplus population.34
[italics added]
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Here, Marx points out a f undamental contradiction between the tendency towards an unlimited production
of  surplus-value, and the tendency toward a limited realization of  it, based upon the “antagonistic
conditions of  distribution.” Marx is not advocating an underconsumptionist theory here, which only takes up
capitalism’s limitations upon the possibility f or consumption by wage-laborers, since he also includes the
“drive to expand capital” in society’s power of  consumption.35 It is not only the consumer demand of  the
working class, but also the investments of  businesses that determine the relationship between production
and consumption. However, the limitations upon the drive f or accumulation are here not f urther
substantiated by Marx. To do that, it would have been necessary to include the credit system in these
observations. On the one hand, the credit system plays a role here, which Marx worked out in the
manuscripts f or book II. The realization of  surplus-value in an amount of  money beyond the capital
advanced as c + v is ult imately made possible by the credit system.36 On the other hand, that which was
already clear to Marx in the Grundrisse must also be systematically assimilated: “in a general crisis of
overproduction the contradiction is not between the dif f erent kinds of  productive capital, but between
industrial and loan capital; between capital as it is directly involved in the production process and capital as
it appears as money independently (relativement) outside that process.”37

So a systematic treatment of  crisis theory cannot theref ore f ollow immediately f rom the “law of  the
tendency of  the rate of  prof it to f all,” but only after the categories of  interest-bearing capital and credit
have been developed. The theoretical posit ion f or crisis theory suggested by Engels’s editorship is
def initely wrong, but this suggestion has been extremely inf luential: many Marxist approaches to crisis
theory completely disregard credit relationships and consider the root causes of  crisis to be phenomena
that have nothing to do with money and credit.

Since Marx’s theory of  credit remained f ragmentary in the manuscript of  1865, and Marx no longer explicit ly
took up the question of  the relationship between production and credit in his approach to crisis theory, his
theory of  crisis is not just incomplete in a quantitative sense (to the extent that a part is missing); rather, it
is incomplete in a systematic sense. As the f ollowing section demonstrates, this was abundantly clear to
Marx—in contrast to many later Marxists.

Marx’s Research Program in the 1870s

The debates on the tendential f all in the rate of  prof it and crisis theory conducted in connection with
volume III of  Capital are based upon a text that Marx wrote in 1864–1865. In accordance with the
classif ication introduced in the f irst part of  this article, this text belongs to the f irst draf t of  Capital.
However, Marx did not stop there. The second draf t (1866–1871) brought progress in the development of
book II; on the themes of  book III, only shorter manuscripts emerged. However, already an expansion of  the
treatment of  the credit system can be observed. In the Manuscript of 1863–1865, credit was to be merely a
subsidiary point within the section on interest-bearing capital. However, in a letter to Engels f rom April 30,
1868, in which Marx explains the structure of  book III, the treatment of  credit is already on an equal f ooting
with interest-bearing capital. On November 14, 1868, Marx writes to Engels that he will “use the chapter on
credit f or an actual denunciation of  this swindle and of  commercial morals.”38 This init ially means a
comprehensive illustration, however, it is f oreseeable that this illustration requires a more f ar-reaching
theoretical advance. Marx already seems to have adjusted to the need f or such a deepening: in 1868 and
1869, comprehensive excerpts on credit, the money market, and crises emerge.39

The most important changes occurred as Marx was working on the third draf t (1871–1881). Presumably,
Marx was plagued by considerable doubts concerning the law of  the rate of  prof it. Already in the Manuscript
of 1863–1865, Marx was not completely convinced with his explanation, as is made clear by the repeated
attempts at f ormulating a justif ication. These doubts were probably amplif ied in the course of  the 1870s. In
1875, a comprehensive manuscript emerges which was f irst published under the tit le Mathematical
Treatment of the Rate of Surplus-Value and Profit Rate.40 Here, under various boundary conditions and with
many numerical examples, Marx attempts mathematically to grasp the relationship between the rate of
surplus-value and the rate of  prof it. The intent is to demonstrate the “laws” of  the “movement of  the rate
of  prof it,” whereby it quickly becomes apparent that in principle all sorts of  movement are possible.41
Several t imes, Marx makes note of  possibilit ies f or the rate of  prof it to increase, although the value-
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composition of  capital was increasing. In the case of  a renewed composition of  book III, all of  these
considerations would have had to f ind their way into a revision of  the chapter on the “Law of  the Tendency
of  the Rate of  Prof it to Fall.” A consistent regard f or them should have led to the abandonment of  the “law.”
Marx also hints at this in a handwritten note he made in his copy of  the second edition of  volume I, which
no longer f its the tendential f all and which Engels incorporated as a f ootnote in the third and f ourth
editions: “Note here f or working out later: if  the extension is only quantitative, then f or a greater and a
smaller capital in the same branch of  business the prof its are as the magnitudes of  the capitals advanced.
If  the quantitative extension induces a qualitative change, then the rate of  prof it on the larger capital rises
at the same time.”42

Understood in context, the “qualitative extension” ref ers to a rising value-composition of  capital. Marx
proceeds here f rom the assumption of  a rising rate of  prof it accompanying a rising value-composition of
capital, which is diametrically opposed to the argument of  the law of  the rate of  prof it in the Manuscript of
1863–1865.43

Changes were also planned in other areas. It is widely known that since 1870, Marx engaged in an intense
study of  landed-property relations in Russia, and even learned Russian in order to read the corresponding
literature.44 Marx also had a great interest in the United States, which was developing at an immensely
rapid pace. An interview with John Swinton f rom 1878 indicates that Marx was planning on presenting the
credit system by means of  the conditions in the United States, which would have led to a complete revision
of  the section on interest and credit.45 At the same time, England would theref ore have no longer been the
“locus classicus” of  the capitalist mode of  production, as Marx ref ers to it in the pref ace to the f irst volume
of  Capital.

With regard to crisis theory, Marx is increasingly convinced that inquiry basically has not come f ar enough
f or him to proceed to an “appropriate” presentation of  the “real movement” that he speaks of  in the
postf ace of  the second edition of  volume I.46 In a letter to Engels f rom May 31, 1873, Marx wonders
whether it would be possible “to determine mathematically the principal laws governing crises.”47 Such a
possibility would assume that crises proceed with enormous regularity. The f act that Marx raises the
question of  mathematical determination shows that he is not yet clear about the extent of  this regularity. In
a letter to Danielson f rom April 10, 1879, Marx f inally writes that he cannot complete the second volume
(which was to encompass Books II and III): “bef ore the present English industrial crisis had reached its
climax. The phenomena are this t ime singular, in many respects dif f erent f rom what they were in the past….
It is theref ore necessary to watch the present course of  things until their maturity bef ore you can
‘consume’ them ‘productively,’ I mean ‘theoretically.’48

So Marx is still in the middle of  the process of  research and theory-building that must come bef ore the
presentation. In f act, at the end of  the 1870s, Marx was conf ronted with a new type of  crisis: a stagnation
lasting f or years, which is distinguished sharply f rom the rapid, conjunctural up and down movement which
he had hitherto known. In this context, Marx’s attention is drawn to the now internationally important role of
the national banks, which have a considerable inf luence upon the course of  the crisis.49 The observations
reported by Marx make clear that a systematic treatment of  crisis theory is not possible on the immediate
basis of  the law of  the tendential f all in the rate of  prof it (as suggested by Engels’s edit ion of  the third
volume of  Capital), but rather only after a presentation of  interest-bearing capital and credit. However, if  the
national banks play such an important role, then it is very doubtf ul whether the credit system can be
categorically presented while excluding an analysis of  the state. The same holds f or the world market. It
was already clear to Marx in the Manuscript of 1863–1865 that the world market was “the very basis and
living atmosphere of  the capitalist mode of  production,” but he still was of  the opinion that he had to
init ially abstract f rom relations on the world market.50 It is questionable, however, whether or to what
extent the presentation of  the “shapings of  the total process” (Gestaltungen des Gesamtprozesses)
envisioned by Marx f or book III is at all possible in abstraction f rom the state and the world market.51 If ,
however, this is in f act not possible, then the construction of  Capital as a whole is called into question.

In light of  these considerations and extensions, a mere revision of  the previously existing manuscripts was
no longer a realistic possibility f or Marx. The variety of  new results, the geographical expansion of
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perspective (United States and Russia), the new f ields of  research that have to be integrated—all of  this
necessitates a f undamental revision of  the hitherto existing manuscripts, a f act that is clearly recognized
by Marx.52 In a letter to Ferdinand Domela Nieuwenhuis f rom June 27, 1880, Marx wrote that “certain
economic phenomena are, at this precise moment, entering upon a new phase of  development and hence
call f or f resh appraisal.”53 A year-and-a-half  later, Marx was thinking about a complete revision of  the f irst
volume of  Capital. On December 13, 1881, he wrote to Danielson that the publisher had announced to him
that soon a third German edition of  the f irst volume would be necessary. Marx would agree to a small print
run with a f ew minor changes, but then f or a f ourth edit ion he would “change the book in the way I should
have done at present under dif f erent circumstances.”54 Alas, a version of  Capital integrating the insights
and questions gained in the 1870s remained unwritten.
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and the death of  his wif e Jenny on December 2, 1881.
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